
CHAPTER3 

是：最主主瓦最主AF10區自瓦LU有瓦ATION

3.1 Section 20 of the EAC Ordinance defines the criteria for 

delineating thιGCs. The Cmn:ulission shall ensure that the population i且

each proposed GC is as near as is practicable to the number which results 

(“the resulting number") when the population quota is multiplied by the 

number of members to be returned to the LegCo by that GC [s 20(l)(a)]- 

R月iere it is not prac世cable to comply with the above requirement, the 

Commission shall ensure that the extent of the GC is such that the 

population in that GC does not exceed or fall short of the resulting number 

applicable to that GC, by more than 15 % thereof [ s 20( l )(b)]. 

3 .2 Under section 17 (1 ), the “population quo個＂ is defined as, in 

relation to a LegCo general election, the total population of Hong Kong 

divided by the total number of members to be returned for all the GCs in 

that election. 

一~ ? ....;.,_,; 

(a) 

Fe:;. the 乎以i甘心已已。:f s;;:;ctior1 20( i ), tii.e Cori.泣旦出iun 峙。1﹔

endeavour to estimate the total population of Hong Kong or any 

proposed GC in the year in which the election to which its 

recommendations relate is to be hel止組d

(b) if it is not practicable to comply with paragraph (a), estimate 

the population of Hong Kong or the GC having regard to the 

available information which is the best possible in the 

circumstances for the p四pose of making recommendations 
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[s 20(6)]. 

3.4 By section 20(2), it is provided that in making the 

recomrnen也tions the Commission shall ensure that each proposed GC is 

constituted by 2 or mo主e contiguous whole District Council constituencies. 

A Dis甘ict Council constituency means an area delineated in the Schedule to 

the order entitled “Declaration of Constituencies (District Councils) Order 

1999" and published in the Gazette as L.N. 131 of 1999 on 28 May 1999 [s 

2]. 

3.5 By virtue of section 20(3）。f the EAC Ordinance, in making the 

recommendations, the Commission shall haγe regard to 

(a) community identities and the preservation of local ties; and 

(b) physical features such as size, shape, accessibility and 

development of the relevant area of any part thereof. 

3.6 Under section 20(4) of the EAC Ordinance, the Commission 

shall also have regard to 

(a) existing bo啪啦ries of Districts; and 

(b) existing boundaries of the Urban Council （“UC雪，） Area and the 

Regional Council ("RC’,) Area. 

3. 7 The Commission may depart 企om the strict application of the 

prov1s10ns of section 20(1）個）。r 和） only where it appears that a 

consideration referred to in section 20(3) renders such a depa說ure necessa時f

or desirable [s 20(5)]. 

3. 8 Sections 18 and 19 of the Legislative Council Ordinance, Cap. 
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542 operate closely with the provisions of the EAC Ordinance regarding the 

delineation of GCs of the LegC。因 Section 18(1) of the Legislative Council 

Ox din組ce provides that for the se已ond terrn 0f o血ce of the Le磊Co there a:rn 

to be 5 GCs for the purpose of returning me1nbers at elections for those GCs. 

Section 18(2）。f that Ordinance provides that the Chief Executive in Council 

[ij_峙， by 01品函， 4心已lai c area3 0f Ii011g Iζ（fr且皂 tubιGCs and give na.Hie:::: l.o G1e 

GCs. Section 18(3）。f that Ordinance provides that when making an order 
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the Chief E文ecuti"l告 in Cuuncil must have reg缸在拉拉ε

recor.rtllle:r吋ations made by the EAC in its report submitted in accordance 

with section 18 of the EAC Ordinance. Section 19 of the Legislative 

Council Ordinance provides that 24 LegCo members are to be returned for 

all GCs for the second term of office of the LegCo, and that the number of 

such LegCo members to be returned for each GC is to be a number, not less 

than 是 no芷 great釘 than 6, specified in the or社er declari時 the area of the 

constituency in accordance with section 18(2）。f that Ordinance. 

3.9 Regarding the recommendations to be made by the 

Commission in respect of the delineation of GCs of the LegCo, the joint 

effect of the relevant provisions of the Legislative Council Ordinance and 

the EAC Ordinance is as follows: 

(a) the Commission must delineate 5 GCs for the second LegCo 

general election; 

(b) the number of members of the LegCo to be returned for each of 

the 5 GCs delineated is to be not less than 4 nor greater than 6; 

( c) the population in a GC shall be as near as is practicable to the 

resulting number when the population quota is multiplied by 

the number of members to be returned to LegCo by that GC, 

and where it is not practicable to comply with this requirement, 
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the population in that GC shall not exceed or fall short of the 

applicable resulting number by more than 的% thereof; 

( d) the Commission may depart from the strict application of ( c) 

above only where it appears that one or more of the 

considerations provided in section 20(3）。f the EAC Ordinance, 

namely, comrnunity iden出ies, the preservation of local ties and 

physical features such as size, shape, accessibility and 

development of the relevant area, render a departure necessa可

or desirable; 

( e) each GC is to be composed of whole and contiguous District 

Council cons ti tu ency areas (“DCC As升）﹔ and

(f) the Commission shall have regard to the existing boundaries of 

Districts，。fthe UC Area and of the RC Area. 
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